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This was followed by a secret military agreement with Bul-
garia, concluded in December, I9O9,10 which has been re-
garded as a first step in clearing the way for the formation
of a Balkan league—a league which, while holding Austria-
Hungary in check, could also further weaken Turkey and
so be instrumental in advancing Russia's position at the
Straits.
THE  ITALO-TURKISH  AND BALKAN WARS
Opportunity for action was supplied by the outbreak
of the Italo-Turkish war over Tripoli at the end of Sep-
tember, 1911. Russia felt that Italy, although not commit-
ted to any specific solution of the Straits question under
the Racconigi agreement, could be counted upon not to
oppose action which would further embarrass her enemy,11
and began to explore the possibilities in the new situation.
Early in October, 1911, during Sazonow's illness, an in-
formal proposal was initiated by Tcharykow, the Russian
Ambassador to Turkey, for a convention of the Powers, to
open the Straits, but it progressed very little on account of
10	Text in Boghitchevitch, Kriegsursachen (Zurich, 1919), p. 115.
11	Immediately after Italy's declaration of war, Izvolski, then Russian
Ambassador to France, discussed with Tittoni, the Italian Ambassador
to France, upon instructions from his Government, the possibility of
establishing more precisely Italy's commitments to Russia concerning
the Straits. Stieve, op. cit., p. 38.
It is noteworthy—especially in the light of subsequent developments—
that Italy, whose interests as a Mediterranean power par excellence
would seem to require security against interference with her maritime
commerce, unlike Great Britain showed no apprehension over the
appearance of Russian warships in the Mediterranean. This may perhaps
be explained on the ground that Italy, although a member of the Triple
Alliance, counted on British naval support in case of complications in
the Mediterranean. (The Triple Alliance had a clause exempting Italy
from any obligation to fight England.)

